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Preface

The development of local probe techniques such as Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) or Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and related methods during the past fifteen years (Nobel price for physics 1986 to H. Rohrer and G. Binning) has opened a new window to locally study of interface phenomena on solid state surfaces (metals, semiconductors, superconductors, polymers, ionic conductors, insulators etc.) at an atomic level. The in-situ application of local probe methods in different systems (UHV, gas, or electrochemical conditions) belongs to modern nanotechnology and has two different aspects.

First, local probe methods are applied to characterize thermodynamic, structural, and dynamic properties of solid state surfaces and interfaces and to investigate local surface reactions. These investigations represent the analytical aspect of nanotechnology.

Second, tip and cantilever can be used for preparative aspects to form defined nanoobjects such as molecular or atomic clusters, quantum dots, etc., as well as to structure or modify solid state surfaces in the nanometer range. Such studies belong to the preparative aspect of nanotechnology, which is still in the beginning.

In-situ local probe investigations at solid/liquid interfaces can be performed under electrochemical conditions if both phases are electronic and ionic conducting. In this case, electrochemistry offers a great advantage in comparison to local probe studies under UHV or gas environmental conditions since the Fermi levels of both substrate and tip (or metallized cantilever) can be adjusted precisely and independently of each other. This Fermi level control to defined surface properties at tip and substrate and, therefore, to defined tunneling conditions in STM studies.

Electrochemical phase formation, phase transition and dissolution processes play an important role in the preparative aspect of electrochemical nanotechnology. Under electrochemical conditions, super- or undersaturation can be exactly controlled and rapidly changed via the electrode potential, providing a further great advantage of the application of local probe techniques under electrochemical conditions.

The current state of knowledge on the application of in-situ local probe techniques to study electrochemical interfaces is comprehensively treated in this IUPAC-monograph by contributions of international well-recommended experts working in different fields: development of new in-situ methods, theoretical considerations, structural
characterization of solid state surfaces, interfacial nucleation and growth processes, 
surface structuring and modification, properties of oxide layers, corrosion phenomena, 
etc..

The aim of this monograph is to direct the attentions of scientists, industry, economy 
and politics to modern nanotechnology which certainly will have a strong impact in 
many fields such as surface chemistry and physics, materials science, electronics, 
sensor technology, biology, medicine, etc.. IUPAC is interested that R & D 
nanoprojects should be supported financially by national and international foundations 
as already done in USA, Japan and Switzerland.

The contents of the separate contributions were put into eight subtitles, General 
aspects, Roughness and Mesoscopic Structure, Interface Structure, Surface 
Modification, Nucleation and Growths, Oxide layers and Corrosion, Semiconductors, 
STM and Complementary Methods. This structure symbolizes the broad application of 
the new technology.

One important aspect of this collection of different researchers in the field of 
nanotechnology is the question for the future developments. In this context one author 
writes "the technology has concentrated so far on the long lasting questions of 
electrochemistry". This can be emphasized with the statement that many of the results 
were already assumed on the basis of classical integral measurements. However, many 
STM or AFM results are completely unexpected and surprizing. Discrepancies 
between classical integral and local information have to be cleared up by independent 
measurements. In this context many authors mention that the new technique must be 
considered as only one method of the entire ensemble of in-situ and ex-situ surface 
methods. This is an important statement, since different surface spectroscopic methods 
such as in-situ X-ray, Raman, NMR, etc. may act as such independent methods.

Another aspect mentioned is the question of the relevance of a nanoscale information 
applied to an electrode behaviour in the micrometer or even meter range. It was 
emphasized again that the comparison of results of local probe techniques with integral 
techniques is one way to avoid this problem.

Several times spectacular results were reported of nanostructuring of solid surfaces. 
However, one author writes "the technique is still in a preliminary stage". Therefore, 
the preparative aspect of electrochemical nanotechnology might be the dominant one 
even in the first years of the 21st century.
IUPAC is a body to look for widespread international implications of scientific developments. It has selected the topic of local probe techniques of nanoscale dimensions as one of the outstanding technological developments of the last decade. The broad impact of the new technology on surface chemistry, surface physics, materials science, nano-electronics, sensorics, medicine etc. is generally accepted. The present collection of contributions with different individual statements should be a guide for future decisions and developments in the field.

The editors gratefully acknowledge the cooperation of Mrs. S. Hehme and Mr. Gunther Sandmann in the preparation of this volume.

The editors
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Summary. The potential of in-situ scanning probe techniques for the local investigation of surface properties and reactions at "nonideal" electrodes is presented in a typical example: in the field of metal underpotential deposition, the essential role of the step dislocations for the local progress of adsorbate formation and also for the longterm adsorbate stability is shown and discussed for the adsorption of Pb and Ti monolayers at stepped Ag(111) electrodes.

1 Introduction

In the past years, the combined characterization of electrodes and electrode reactions by electrochemical methods and by local probing techniques has been advanced
significantly by the progress and experimental refinement achieved in the field of in-situ scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques, especially scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and scanning force microscopy (SFM) [1]. In a variety of systems, these two methods now enable nanometer- and atomic-scale imaging of the surface structure and morphology of electrode surfaces, of monolayer and bulk metal deposits, and of organic adsorbates and conducting polymer electrodes [2].

A specially attractive aspect of the mentioned SPM techniques consists in their capability to image also nonperiodic features at the electrode-electrolyte interface, and to characterize locally selected domains with lateral extensions ranging from the micrometer-scale to nanometer dimensions. This is of particular interest in view of the investigation of "real" electrode systems applied in electrochemical technology (e.g., galvanotechnical applications and battery technology), and encountered in corrosion problems. Such electrodes exhibit usually pronounced structural and morphological heterogeneities (e.g., monoatomic or polyatomic steps, islands and pits, surface defects and dislocations, grain boundaries) and chemical heterogeneities (e.g., foreign adsorbates, heterogeneous alloy electrodes, passive layers), whose electrochemical characterization implies the correlation of the global electrochemical system response with the local monitoring of electrode properties and processes.

In order to investigate the effects of atomic-scale morphology (e.g., density of atomic steps, number and local distribution of atomic-scale islands and pits) upon the local progress of electrochemical reactions, the use of "non-ideal" single-crystal electrodes has proved to be a very interesting tool towards further elucidation of the electrochemical properties of real electrodes. Especially in the field of metal underpotential deposition, our own investigations in the system Ti+/Ag(111) [3] and Pb^2+/Ag(111) [4], presented in more detail in this paper, as well as investigations by other groups [5, 6, 7], have revealed the essential role of step dislocations for the local progress of adsorbate formation and also for the long-term adsorbate stability, and are further discussed in a recent publication [7].

In the field of chemically heterogeneous electrodes, the combined electrochemical and local probe investigation of conducting polymers has become an important technique for elucidating possible influences of electrolyte composition and polarization dynamics upon the electropolymerization process, to investigate the film morphology dependence on film oxidation/reduction, and to study possible effects of morphological and electronic film inhomogeneities upon the electrochemical properties of these compounds. Earlier studies by Bard et al. [8] and by Nyffenegger et al. [9] have demonstrated the application of STM for the study of film growth and morphology, and more recent reports have presented STM- and SFM-based methods for measuring film thickness [10] and monitoring film thickness changes [11]. With regard to SFM imaging of such "soft" samples, it is shown below that significant
progress can be expected in the application of non-contact mode (e.g., tapping mode) techniques involving weaker mechanical interactions with the film than in the conventional contact mode.

In the present contribution, the possibilities of local in-situ STM and SFM probing at non-ideal electrodes are illustrated with recent SPM work performed in the electrochemistry group of the University of Bern: STM studies of underpotential deposition of Pb\(^{2+}\) and Tl\(^+\) at non ideal (chemically polished) Ag(111) electrodes are presented to show the influence of the nanometer-scale morphology of the non-ideal Ag(111) substrate upon the local progress of adsorbate formation and the long-term stability of the resulting adsorbates. More detailed reports of the experiments are given elsewhere [3,4].

### 2 STM-Investigation of Pb and Tl Underpotential Deposition at non-ideal Ag(111) Electrodes

#### 2.1 Experimental Techniques and Surface Morphology of the Non-ideal Ag(111) Electrodes

A detailed description of the experimental methods and applied measurement techniques is given elsewhere [3, 4]. The reported experiments were performed in 0.01M HClO\(_4\) containing 0.005 M Pb\(^{2+}\) or Tl\(^+\). Commercial Ag(111) electrodes were prepared by mechanical polishing (diamond polish of decreasing grain size), followed by chemical chromate polishing. The electrode was transferred under electrolyte cover first into a conventional electrochemical cell for test voltammetric measurements, then transferred into the electrolytic STM cell. The STM measurements were performed in a commercial Nanoscope II instrument equipped with a homebuilt electrolytic cell [3]. Electrochemically etched Pt/Ir tunneling tips insulated laterally with Apiezon wax were used for the STM experiments.

The STM images were recorded at constant tunneling currents applied in the range between 3 and 30 nA. Time-dependent local changes were specially monitored either by calculating the difference between 2 scan windows of the same substrate domain, recorded at different times, or by monitoring a selected part of the surface continuously in a one-dimensional scan and recording the scan dependence on time [4].

Figure 1 shows a typical example of the surface morphology of a chemically polished Ag(111) electrode. The following characteristic morphological features can be observed:
The largest part of the surface consists of stepped terrace domains composed of "stacks" of monoatomic terraces. The width of the terraces in these stacked parts varies between ca. 2 nm and more than 20 nm. Exceptionally, terrace widths up to 100 nm have been observed.

- Monoatomic islands and monoatomic pits are observed regularly, with typical average widths of ca. 25 nm.

2.2 Local Progress of Pb and Tl Adsorbate Formation

2.1.1 Fast adsorption and desorption of Pb

Based on the presented typical substrate morphology shown in Fig. 1, the local progress of Pb adsorption has been systematically studied at the three morphologically different substrate domains, using a special dynamic line-scan technique described
The results of this STM study, presented in more detail elsewhere [4], are summarized schematically in Fig. 2 in correlation with the typical cyclic voltammogram of Pb underpotential deposition observed at macroscopic, chemically polished Ag(111) electrodes in perchlorate-containing electrolyte [12].

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.** Schematic presentation of the local progress of Pb underpotential deposition at monoatomic pits, monoatomic islands, and stepped terrace domains of non-ideal chemically polished Ag(111) electrodes [4]. For further explanation see the text.

The formation of a Pb monolayer occurs in three distinct potential ranges associated with the voltammetric adsorption/desorption peaks A1/D1, A2/D2, and A3/D3. The local progress of adsorbate formation at the morphologically different domains of the non-ideal Ag(111) substrate can be described as follows:

(a) The first adsorption stage, associated with the voltammetric peak A1, consists in a decoration of the steps by a spatially delimited adsorbate extending laterally ca. 1-3 nm from the step edge. As indicated in Fig. 2, this phenomenon is observed at all
three morphological domains. Although the lateral extension of this initial coverage is remarkably stable in time scales up to several hours, it has not been possible, up to now, to resolve a stable atomic structure. It can therefore not be excluded that the adsorbate consists of a locally delimited coverage with a temporally unstable (fluctuating) structure.

(b) In the voltammetric peak A2, the growth of the adsorbate layer proceeds in the following way:

- At the stepped terrace domains, adsorption proceeds from the decorated step edges and leads to the formation of a "partial" adsorbate coverage, which does not completely cover the terraces, but extends only to within 1-3 nm of the peripheral terrace boundaries. The widths of these adsorbate-free peripheral domains at the external terrace boundaries conform strikingly with the widths of the step decoration coverage formed in peak A1. This "partial" adsorbate formed after the adsorption in peak A2 has a hexagonally close-packed structure that can be imaged during a time scale of ca. 100s, before the onset of slow structural transformations (see below).

- In the monoatomic pits, the adsorbate coverage grows inwards from the decorated pit boundaries, leading to a hexagonally close-packed (hcp) monolayer that covers the pit completely.

- On the monoatomic islands, no adsorbate layer growth has been observed up to now after step polarization into the potential range of peak A2. However, in one experiment a sequence of local formation and subsequent disappearance of a cluster-like adsorbate domain has been observed within peak A2 on an island.

(c) In the most cathodic voltammetric peak A3, the monolayer formation is completed as follows:

- At the stepped terrace domains, the adsorbate-free peripheral parts are completely covered, leading to a "complete" hcp adsorbate that is stable over several hours.

- In the monoatomic pits, that are already covered in peak A2 by a complete adsorbate coverage, no further reaction occurs.

- On the monoatomic islands, step polarization into the range of peak A3 leads to
the (presumably nucleative) formation of a complete adsorbate coverage.

As observed previously in an STM study by Obretenow et al. [13], the resulting complete monolayer has a hexagonally close-packed structure with Pb-Pb interatomic distances that are compressed with regard to the values in the Pb bulk phase. In addition, a higher-periodicity Moiré pattern has been observed in this system by Müller et al. [14, 15] that has been interpreted in terms of the electronic or geometric superposition of an incommensurate Pb adlayer with the topmost substrate layer. A systematic study of the dependence of the periodicity of this Moiré superstructure on the undervoltage has revealed an approximately linear decrease of the Pb-Pb nearest-neighbor distance in the hcp adlayer with decreasing undervoltage, in good agreement with the results of an in-situ GIXS study by Toney et al. [16].

Desorption of the complete Pb adlayer within the three distinct desorption peaks D3, D2 and D1 (see Fig. 2) by step polarization proceeds in an analogous way to the adsorption sequence, except on the monoatomic islands: in contrast to the complete adsorbate formation at the islands in peak A3, desorption in peak D3 only involves the outermost part of the monolayer at the island periphery, whereas the remaining adsorbate coverage is completely desorbed in peak D2. Desorption on the monoatomic islands occurs thus in the same way as at the stepped terrace domains, except for the missing step decoration coverage desorbed in D1.

2.2.2 Fast adsorption and desorption of Tl

In earlier voltammetric experiments [17] it has been found that Tl underpotential deposition occurs in two distinctly separated potential intervals that have been associated with the successive formation of two monolayers prior to Tl bulk deposition, whereby the voltammogram in the more anodic potential range (assigned to the formation of a first monolayer) exhibits a very similar splitting into three distinct peaks A1/D1, A2/D2, A3/D3 as observed in the system Pb/Ag(111) (see Fig. 2).

In a recent STM study by Carnal et al. [3], these assumptions have been confirmed by the observation that a hexagonally close-packed adlayer with slightly compressed Tl-Tl interatomic distances is formed at more anodic potentials, followed by the formation of a second hcp adlayer with slightly disordered domains at small undervoltages. The progress of the formation of the first adsorbate layer was studied in that work by more conventional STM imaging techniques and was restricted to investigations at the stepped terrace domains. As shown in detail in [3], the formation of the first adsorbate layer at the stepped terrace domains follows the same scheme as shown in Fig. 2 for the system Pb/Ag(111), i.e.
- Peak A1: Decoration of the steps at a lateral width of ca. 1-3 nm.
- Peak A2: Formation of an hcp adlayer on the stepped terraces, except for the peripheral terrace boundaries that remain adsorbate-free over a width of ca. 1-3 nm.
- Peak A3: Completion of the adsorbate coverage at the peripheral terrace boundaries.

The progress of adsorbate formation in the monoatomic pits and at monoatomic islands has not been investigated yet. In contrast to the system Pb/Ag(111), a higher-periodicity superstructure imaging the adsorbate-substrate registry has been resolved only faintly [18].

2.3 Adsorbate-Substrate Rearrangement Phenomena

In both systems, it has been shown previously [12, 17] that the voltammetric peaks A2/D2 decrease continuously, if the "incomplete" adsorbate coverage obtained in peaks A1 + A2 (see Fig. 2) is submitted to long-term polarization, either at constant potential between peaks A2 and A3, or by continuous cyclic polarization within the entire potential range of peaks (A1 + A2) / (D1 + D2). In the system Tl+/Ag(111) thin-layer studies [17] have shown that Tl+ is desorbed into the electrolyte during this long-term polarization, and the changes in the voltammetric properties observed in both systems after the complete disappearance of peaks A2/D2 have been interpreted tentatively by the formation of structurally different residual Tl or Pb coverages.

These previously anticipated structural changes occurring at incomplete Pb or Tl coverages during long-term polarization have been studied in detail by STM [3], and are summarized in Fig. 3: Fig. 3(a) depicts a surface area from a stepped terrace domain (see Fig. 1) in the system Pb2+/Ag(111) after formation of a Pb adsorbate coverage in the peaks A1 + A2, and 600 s polarization at constant potential between peaks A1 and A2. As discussed in Section 2.2 and shown schematically in Fig. 2, the initial Pb coverage obtained at stepped terrace domains after adsorption in the peaks A1 + A2 consists of a "partial" hcp adlayer extending only to within 1-3 nm from the peripheral terrace boundaries, whereas a complete hcp adlayer is formed only in the monoatomic pits, and the monoatomic islands remain adsorbate-free. The STM image of Fig. 3(a) depicts the surface in the neighborhood of a monoatomic step crossing the substrate outside the picture window near its lefthand bottom corner. The image shows the boundary between the originally formed hcp adsorbate layer (recognized in Fig. 3(a) also by the higher-periodicity Moiré pattern) and a well-ordered hexagonal structure with Pb-Pb interatomic distances of 0.51 ± 0.01 nm. From the observed interatomic distances and the orientation with regard to the substrate, the transformed coverage is assigned to a rearranged Pb layer with a [√3 x √3] R30° - atomic structure.
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(schematic picture in Fig. 3(a)) which is assumed to be formed by exchange of every third Ag atom of the substrate by a Pb atom and desorption of the excess Pb into solution, thus resulting in a "surface alloy" involving only the topmost layer of the substrate atoms. Recent studies [4] have given strong evidence that these slow structural rearrangements start at the boundary between the original hcp layer and the adsorbate-free domain at the periphery of the stepped terraces, and propagate on the terraces inwards from the periphery. Desorption of the surface alloy occurs at higher undervoltages than the peak ranges D2 and D1 assigned to the desorption of the initially formed hcp coverage, and leads to the fast recuperation of the initial voltammetric behavior, in contrast to the system Tl/Ag(111), described below.

A very similar transformation of the original hcp adlayer to a surface alloy coverage with the same Tl-Tl interatomic distances and [$\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}$]R30° symmetry has been observed in the system Tl/Ag(111) during extended polarization of the incompletely formed first Tl adsorbate layer. As in the system Pb/Ag(111), there is strong evidence that the transformations proceed from the boundaries of the peripheral adsorbate-free domains inwards on the terraces. However, in contrast to the system Pb/Ag(111), the transformed coverages include both ordered and disordered domains, and their desorption results in the formation of monoatomic pits in the substrate with widths of ca. 3 to 10 nm [3]. These pits diminish and finally vanish within a few minutes by coalescence and lateral displacement, at a rate that can be increased markedly by positive shift of the substrate potential.

Under the experimental conditions prevailing in both systems in the STM investigations of the slow transformation phenomena, the onset of the "surface alloy" formation has been imaged only in the potential range between peaks A2 and A3 at the boundary between an hcp Pb or Tl coverage and the narrow adsorbate-free substrate domains remaining at the terrace edges after adsorption in peaks A1 + A2, hence relating the slow transformation with the presence of steps. Although the line scan imaging results discussed in Section 2.2 indicate that the adsorbate formation in peak A2 proceeds from the decorated step edges, the lack of atomic resolution within the peak interval A2 has prevented, up to now, direct STM-based evidence being obtained for surface alloy formation at small and intermediate coverages in peak A2, or even at decorated steps within peak A1. Whether, and how, surface alloy formation also takes place at low and intermediate coverages far from the step edges therefore remains a subject for further studies.

Kinetic studies of the slow structural rearrangements have been performed by Vitanov and co-workers [19] in the system Pb²⁺/Ag(111), ClO₄⁻, using real and quasiperfect Ag(111) substrates with varying step densities, and investigating the rate of transformation at both low adsorbate coverages (i.e., between adsorption peaks A1
and A2) and high coverages (i.e., between adsorption peaks A2 and A3). As discussed in more detail in [7], at low coverages, the authors observed relatively high

![Figure 3](image_url)

**Figure 3.** Slow adsorbate-substrate rearrangement phenomena after adsorption of incomplete monolayer (peaks A1 + A2) and subsequent extended polarization at constant potential between peaks A2 and A3. STM-images recorded in 0.01 M HClO$_4$ + 0.005M Pb$^{2+}$ or Tl$^+$. (a) STM image recorded in the system Pb$^{2+}$/Ag(111) after 600 s extended polarization. Window size 12 nm; grayscale range 0.07 nm. The voltammograms represent the voltammetric behavior before and after 600 s polarization. (b) STM image of the transformed coverage in the system Tl$^+$/Ag(111) after 3000 s extended polarization. Window size 1.93 nm; gray scale range 0.07 nm.
transformation rates that were independent of the step densities, whereas a strong
dependence of the rates of the step densities was found at high coverages,
corresponding to the conditions of the STM studies described above. The
measurements were related to kinetic site exchange models including surface
inhomogeneities at low adsorbate coverages, and choosing a one-dimensional diffusion
model without consideration of surface inhomogeneities for high coverages. However,
there remain uncertainties about the dependencies of the transformation rates on the
surface inhomogeneities that require further elucidation [7].

3 Conclusions and Outlook

The presented results demonstrate the relevance of the nanometer-scale morphology
(stepped terrace domains, monoatomic islands and monoatomic pits) for the local
progress of adsorbate formation and adsorbate stability. The stepwise formation of the
Pb and Tl adsorbate coverages, combined with the slow formation of a surface alloy
coverage, illustrates experimentally thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of various
growth modes of metal deposits discussed recently [7, 20]. In the two systems
presented, the complete hcp monolayer coverages formed during fast adsorption of Pb
and Tl represent obviously metastable systems, whereas the surface alloy coverage
formed during extended polari-zation of incomplete adsorbate layers is considered to
be the thermodynamically stable coverage. The experiments described indicate that in-
situ STM is specially suitable for local measurements. Further insight into the role of
atomic-scale inhomogeneities in the local progress of electrochemical processes can be
expected, e.g., from the use of nanostructured model electrodes.
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Summary. Electrochemical nanotechnology and its analytical and preparative aspects using local probe techniques such as STM and AFM are described. Typical examples for in-situ application of local probe methods in different electrochemical systems are discussed: UPD and OPD of metals and nanostructuring of metal, semiconductor, and superconductor surfaces.

1 Introduction

Future aspects of science and technology in many fields such as physics, chemistry, materials science, electronics, sensor technology, biology, medicine, etc., are characterized by miniaturization down to an atomic level. “Nanotechnology” dealing with single atoms, molecules or small clusters will take the place of the “micrometer technology” predominating during the last 150 years. In surface nanotechnology, the surfaces of solid-state materials such as metals, semiconductors, superconductors, and insulators have to be analyzed, structured, and modified in the nanometer range. This is only possible using local probe techniques such as STM, AFM and related methods which were developed during the last decade and are generally denoted as scanning probe microscopy (SPM) [1 - 9].
Analytical and preparative aspects of modern nanotechnology can be distinguished. Local probe investigations of surface thermodynamics, structure, dynamics, and reactions belong to the analytical aspect. On the other hand, surface nanostructuring or surface modification and the preparation of defined "nanoobjects" by local probe techniques represent the preparative aspect.

Local probe techniques are carried out "ex-situ", "non-situ" or "in-situ" with respect to applied environmental conditions. Ex-situ local probe investigations are performed under UHV conditions on well-defined substrates, e.g., single-crystal surfaces. Such ex-situ measurements are often made in far from real conditions, which are characterized by adsorption and film formation. Therefore, ex-situ UHV techniques are usually combined with appropriate transfer devices to switch substrates from the real environment to UHV and vice versa. Non-situ local probe measurements are also started under UHV conditions to characterize the bare substrate surface, but they are continued under a finite vapor pressure in order to form adsorbates or mono- or multi-atomic (-molecular) films modeling real environmental conditions. In-situ local probe measurements are carried out at solid/liquid or solid/gas interfaces under defined real conditions involving adsorption and film formation.

In-situ local probe investigations at solid/liquid interfaces can be performed by electro-chemical means if both phases are electronically and ionically conducting. In this case, electrochemistry offers a great advantage since the Fermi levels $E_F$, of both substrate and tip (or metallized cantilever) can be adjusted precisely and independently of each other using bipotentiostatic control in a four-probe technique (substrate as working electrode; tip or conducting cantilever as local probe "sonde"; reference and counter electrodes) [8]. In STM studies, this Fermi level control leads to defined surface properties at tip and substrate and, therefore, to defined tunneling conditions for distance tunneling spectroscopy (DTS) and voltage tunneling spectroscopy (VTS). Without bipotentiostatic conditions, only the potential difference between tip and substrate, i.e., the tunneling voltage $E_t = E_{tip} - E$, can be held constant without control of the surface properties and, therefore, of the tunneling conditions.

A further advantage of electrochemical in-situ SPM studies of two- and three-dimensional phase formation processes is the possibility of controlling accurately the supersaturation or undersaturation, $\Delta \mu$, which can be correlated, in the absence of other kinetic hindrances with overpotential and underpotential, respectively [11]:

$$\Delta \mu = \mu_i, \text{ads}(E) - \mu_i, \text{ads}(E_{\text{Me}/\text{Me}^{2+}}) = -zF(E - E_{\text{Me}/\text{Me}^{2+}})$$ (1)